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Name:  __________________ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

RTOS Exam No. 2 (100pts.) 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 

not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized 

tests are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum 

credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ TIME: __ PTS: __ PPTS: __ PGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, TIME – time adjustment , PTS – exam points, PPTS – projected points, PGR – projected grade. 

Questions 1-2 (20pts.) 

Please describe the limitations of the following FreeRTOS features.  Circle answers that apply.  Only one choice is correct: 

 

The minimum number of queues used in one program: 0 1 

 

The maximum number of queues used in one program: 0 1 >1 but limited practically unlimited 

 

The minimum number of semaphores used in one program: 0 1 

 

The maximum number of semaphores used in one program: 0 1 >1 but limited practically unlimited 

 

The minimum number of tasks (including idle) in one program: 0 1 

 

The maximum number of tasks used in one program: 0 1 >1 but limited practically unlimited 

 

Tasks can be configured to run in round robin (all the same priority): false true 

 

Each task has its own stack and local variables:  false true 

 

In 8051 port the initial stack size is computed automatically:  false true 

 

In 8051 port the critical section is implemented as disabling interrupts: false true 

Question 3 (10pts.) 

In FreeRTOS in communication using semaphores or queues:  

a) Consider use of blocking a queue or a semaphore inside a task or a function called from a task. Is this an idea that 

can be considered or not?  Please justify why or why not to receive more than 50% of credit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Consider use of blocking a queue or a semaphore inside an interrupt or a function called from an interrupt. Is this an 

idea that can be considered or not?  Please justify why or why not to receive more than 50% of credit. 
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Question 4 (10pts.) 

Consider three user-created tasks; T1 of lower priority, T2 and T3 of higher priority.  Circle all choices that apply. 

 

 

Assume that none of the tasks is blocked at this time. Which tasks will run in round robin: T1 T2 T3 

 

Would the RTOS-defined idle task run under such condition? yes / no 

 

 

Now task T2 attempts to read from an empty queue with queue blocking set to be disabled: 

 

Which tasks will run in round robin: T1 T2 T3 

 

Would the RTOS-defined idle task run under such condition? yes / no 

 

 

Now task T2 attempts to read again from an empty queue but this time with queue blocking set to be enabled: 

 

Which tasks will run in round robin: T1 T2 T3 

 

Would the RTOS-defined idle task run under such condition? yes / no 

 

Now what has to happen in order to the task T2 to unblock? (Circle all that apply) 

 

□ will always be blocked forever 

 

□ will be blocked until the maximum specified time 

 

□ will be blocked until some other task writes to that queue 

 

□ will be blocked until the same task writes to that queue 

Question 5 (10pts.) 

What is the difference between servicing the FreeRTOS time tick interrupt with preemption enabled and with preemption 

disabled? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 6 (10pts.) 

What does taskYIELD do if it is called from within an interrupt?  Why one would want to call it from within an interrupt? 
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Question 7-8 (20pts.) 

Answer the questions about handling UART (serial port RS232) in our non-RTOS examples, RTOS examples, and “Midterm 

Homework Killer Project.”  Circle answers that apply. 

 

Non-FreeRTOS UART examples: none used interrupts all used interrupts some did and some did not 

 

Non-FreeRTOS UART examples: none echoed chars all echoed chars some did and some did not 

 

Non-FreeRTOS UART examples: all used software flow all used hardware flow mixed examples 

 

Non-FreeRTOS UART examples: bit rate is fixed  bit rate can be changed by re-initialization 

 

FreeRTOS UART examples: none used interrupts all used interrupts some did and some did not 

 

FreeRTOS UART examples: all used software flow all used hardware flow mixed examples 

 

Homework 5 program: did not use UART interrupt(s) did use UART interrupt(s) 

 

Homework 5 program: should echo back received characters must not echo them back 

 

The number of UART in 8051F120: 0 (zero) 1 (one) 2 (two) 

 

One UART in 8051F120 on receive and send: triggers one interrupt  trigger two interrupts with different numbers 

Question 9-10 (16+4pts.) 

Please complete the following program to show a possible implementation of transmission watchdog in a recent homework.  

Assume that this interrupt is triggered at 1,000Hz, and the watchdog should shut down the LED after 40 second.  Do not 

declare variables to hold numbers larger than necessary. 
 

static __________ watchdog_count = __________ ; 

 

void keepAlive_dataReceived()  

// is called each time transmission data is received in main program loop 

{ 

    watchdog_count = __________ ; 

} 

 

void interrupt_service_1khz() __interrupt XXX { 

    static unsigned short int counter = 0;      // PWM counter variable 

 

    if ( watchdog_count  ___1  __________ ) watchdog--;   // 1) < <= > >= == != 

 

    if ( ___________________________ ) LED = 0; // watchdog expired 

    else                               LED = 1; // transmission is alive 

} 

If this watchdog counter expires and transmission is restored then: LED will light up LED will not light up again 

 

This watchdog counter: utilizes integer variable roll-over does not utilize roll-over 

Thank You. Please double check your answers. 


